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Abstract Authentication is needed for vital applications

around the world. Applications that deal with sensitive

information need to be kept secret through anyone type of

authentication mode. Password-based smart card authenti-

cation is a generic model of authentication. Many pass-

word-based smart card authentication protocols have been

proposed by Sangeetha et al., Giri et al., Jia et al. , Das

et al. and so on. Those protocols provide protection against

many type of attacks such as offline password guessing

attack, server masquerading attack, user impersonation

attack, privileged insider attack, but they are open to Crypt

analytic attack, Cloning attack, and Reverse engineering

attack. This paper proposes an authentication protocol that

is termed as hrngRO- hybrid RNG by RO-PUF and SHA-

256 for eUASBP simulated using AVISPA tool. It provides

Ring Oscillator PUF based random number generator using

the SHA-256 hash function. This hybrid combination of

RNG makes hrngRO more secure against Crypt analytic

attack, Cloning attack, Reverse engineering attack and

makes the system even faster. Pre Early Wrong Password

Detection is supported by hrngRO using bloom filters.

hrngRO provides protection against many types of attacks

like other authentication protocols and it also provides

additional security by avoiding the above-mentioned

attacks. Security of hrngRO is tested using AVISPA tool.

Keywords AVISPA � PUF � RNG � Bilinear pairing

1 Introduction

Present lifestyle and COVID-19 ( Coronavirus disease

2019 ) pandemic spread encourages online services instead

of traditional services that need human interaction.

Authentication is needed for essential online services that

deal with money flow and private information. Remote

servers need to authenticate users to allow the authorized

ones and to protect them from unauthorized ones. Sensitive

applications that type deal with money flow and private

information attract many kinds of adversaries and attacks

towards money theft and information theft like ants

attracted towards sugar.

Three common modes of authentication are smart cards,

passwords, and biometric measures. Most of the present

applications make use of smart cards and password com-

binations for security. Upcoming applications and few

existing applications make use of biometric measures for

security. This paper deals with password-based smart card

applications and some of the password-based smart card

applications are:

• Vehicle or people monitors: Tracking and monitoring

people or vehicles in a particular region that comes

under wireless sensor network field.

• Attendance calculation: Attendance calculation of per-

sons in educational institutions or commercial organi-

zations is done by smart cards.
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• Metro station enhancement: Smart cards have been used

to estimate the waiting and walking time of passengers

in metro stations to benefit elders and physically

disabled passengers Li et al. (2020).

• Banking: ATM (Automatic Teller Machine) cards

perform most of the banking operations like deposit,

withdrawal, PIN (Personal Identification Number)

change, money transfer, and so on. Recent ATM cards

make use of biometric measures too, to ensure

additional security.

• Purchase Cards: Most of the malls and shops make use

of purchase cards to value the customers and to provide

gifts and offers based on them.

• Travel agencies: Smart card data are being used to track

the employment status of the passengers to schedule

travel according to their working days or holidays

Zhang and Cheng (2019).

• Traffic Management: Nowadays, smart cards have been

used to calculate traffic flow in the subways during

special events Chen et al. (2019).

Password-based authentication is a type of authentication

used by applications commonly. Most of the applications

allow the users to select a password and some of the

applications generate a password for the users. Some of the

norms to be followed while selecting a password are:

• Password selected should not be easily guessable.

• Password must restrict offline and online password

guessing attacks.

• Password has to be changed frequently to provide better

protection.

• New password may be different from the old one and

unrelated.

• Password should be kept secret and it should not be

revealed to anyone or the public.

• Password should not contain family details or any other

publicly known details like mail id or phone number.

• Users must hide password’s exact time of use to access

a particular service He et al. (2020) Sun et al. (2011)

Furnell (2020) Raponi and Di Pietro (2020).

Abbreviations used in this paper are listed in Table 1.

Most of the sensitive applications like banking use EMV

smart cards for its unclonable property Bond et al. (2015)

El Madhoun et al. (2018). Therefore smart cards must be

kept safe from intruders and adversaries. eUASBP provides

ECC based authentication protocol that reduces the com-

putational cost. ECC replaced public key cryptography

with its minimal key size without sacrificing security.

ECC-based authentication is used by most IoT applications

for its compactness towards keysize Lara-Nino et al.

(2020). It is suitable for lightweight applications. eUASBP

provides less computation cost, early wrong password

detection, mutual authentication, and protection from most

of the attacks.

Some of the terminologies used in this paper are dis-

cussed below.

• Bloom Filter: Bloom filter is a data structure used to

ensure the membership of an element in a set. It stores 1

or 0 in the calculated bit indices using any of the hash

functions. For the presence of a particular value, 1 is

stored and for the absence of a particular value, 0 is

stored. Bloom filters support only false positives and

never support false negatives Sangeetha and Ramasub-

ramanian (2015).

• RO-PUF: RO-PUF is a delay-based electronic PUF.

RO-PUFs are formed by connecting the odd number of

inverters in a feedback loop that oscillates the input

signal. The number of oscillations per time unit differs

for every implementation of RO-PUF McGrath et al.

(2019) Kokila et al. (2019) Kokila and Ramasubrama-

nian (2019).

• SHA-256: Input of this algorithm is of variable size. In

the preprocessing or padder unit, variable-sized inputs

are padded to make it a fixed size for processing.

Message blocks are segmented and padded as required.

Message blocks are scheduled in the scheduler unit. In

the digest or compression unit, repeated compression

for all the message blocks is being done and updations

are done from temporary variables into the final hashed

output variable. Control unit controls all the other units

Cao and O’Neill (2012) Thakur and Malviya (2018).

SHA-256 algorithm generates a fixed-size output on

variable-size inputs. SHA - 256 algorithm is reliable

because small changes in input change the output.

• RNG: Blocks or modules specifically used for random

number generation. Used as a part of any complex or

purposeful system.

• PRNG: These are based on calculations and software.

So, PRNGs are easily reproducible.

• TRNG: These are based on the physical phenomenon

and difficult to replicate.

Strong RNGs improve the performance and security fea-

tures of authentication protocols. TRNGs are based on

physical entropy. PRNGs are based on manipulations and

software. HRNGs improve security features in a much

better way than the other two mentioned. This paper pro-

poses hybrid RNG using RO PUF and SHA-256 for

eUASBP with AVISPA simulations called hrngRO.

hrngRO supports Pre Early Wrong Password Detection and

provides protection against attacks such as Crypt analytic

attack, Cloning attack, and Reverse engineering attack.

• Pre Early Wrong Password Detection: Wrong entry of

username and password are detected by the use of
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bloom filter, before proceeding with the steps of

authentication protocol. Pre Early Wrong Password

Detection avoids the execution of authentication proto-

col on wrong entry of username or password, thereby

saves the remote server’s execution time.

• Crypt Analytic Attack: hrngRO is a combination of

SHA-256 algorithm and RO-PUF. SHA-256 algorithm

and RO-PUF act as one way hash functions. This

double inversion property makes Crypt Analytic attack

impossible with hrngRO.

• Cloning Attack: It becomes impossible with hrngRO

because of the physical entropy property of RO-PUF

and inversion property of SHA-256 algorithm.

• Reverse Engineering Attack: It becomes impossible

with hrngRO because of the physical entropy property

of RO-PUF.

It provides enhancements over eUASBP with the following

modules Rajaram et al. (2019),

• Random number generator module: Uses SHA-256

hash function and RO-PUF. Hashed form of the user

entered password using SHA-256 hash function is fed

as a input to RO-PUF to generate random number for

registration and authentication phases of hrngRO.

• Preliminary user credential checking module: Uses

bloomfilter for performing this operation. Hamming

distance between random numbers of the userid and

password are used to generate bit indices of the bloom

filter.

• Security module: Does formal and informal security

analysis of hrngRO. Formal security analysis is done

using AVISPA tool. hrngRO provides protection

against the following attacks, Crypt analytic attack,

Cloning attack, Reverse engineering attack, Offline

password guessing attack, Session key disclosure

attack, Insider attack, User impersonation attack, Theft

attack, Smart card stolen attack, Server masquerading

attack.

• It provides Pre Early Wrong Password Detection,

Mutual authentication, and Session key agreement.

Most of the authentication protocols use PUFs as one way

hash function, key generator, and lightweight module

based on the application but hrngRO uses it for secure

random number generation. Feng Zhu et al. proposed an

authentication protocol that uses arbiter PUFs to generate

tags Zhu et al. (2019). Lee, Tian-Fu et al. also proposed an

lightweight authentication scheme using Barrel Shifter

Physically Unclonable Function (BS-PUF) for IoMT to

secure the sensors and fog nodes and to evade a compu-

tational load on devices Lee and Chen (2021) RO-PUF and

SHA-256 hash function are proven to be secure enough in

the applications they have been used individually. A

combination of RO-PUF and SHA-256 hash function will

also be more secure than their separate use. Hence this

combination is resisted over Crypt analytic, Cloning, and

Reverse engineering attack.

Rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2

provides related works. Section 3 explains Working of

hrngRO. Section 4 deals with Implementation and Results

of hrngRO. Section 5 provides formal and informal secu-

rity analysis of hrngRO. Section 6 concludes the paper.

Table 1 Abbreviations Used

Abbreviation Expansion

EMV Europay, Mastercard, and Visa

eUASBP enhanced User Authentication Scheme based on Bilinear Pairing

ECC Elliptic Curve Cryptography

IOT The Internet of Things

RNG Random Number Generator

HRNG Hybrid Random Number Generator

TRNG True Random Number Generator

PRNG Pseudo Random Number Generator

PUF Physically Unclonable Function

RO-PUF Ring Oscillator PUF

SHA-256 Secure Hash Algorithm FIPS 182-2

AVISPA Automated Validation of Internet Security Protocols and Applications

RTL Register Transfer Level

HLPSL High-Level Protocol Specification Language
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2 Related works

Authentication is needed by most of the online and offline

services provided throughout the world. Smart card-based

authentication depends on the physical presence of the

smart card. Password-based authentication is simple

enough and supported by many applications. Smart card-

based password authentication is considered in this work.

This section discusses the competent Smart card based

password authentication protocols.

Salman et al. reviewed a protocol based on bilinear

pairing for IOT proposed by Nikravan-Reza. Their protocol

is vulnerable to node impersonation attack, user imper-

sonation attack, and other security attacks. So their proto-

col is not worth for practical implementation Shamshad

et al. (2020). Guangsong Li et al. proposed a Priority

Aware Anonymous Handover Authentication Protocol that

supports user priority, user revocation, attribute revocation,

and works based on attribute based cryptography Li et al.

(2020). However it supports only two attributes. Due to its

simple access structure it opens door for adversaries

unknowingly. Jiangheng Kou et al. proposed a hierarchical

authentication protocol based on Merkle tree that supports

authentication right for multi-server architecture Kou et al.

(2020). Here practical implementation of the protocol and

testing are not being done by the authors.

Fang et al. proposed an improved authentication

scheme by analyzing some of the contemporary authenti-

cation schemes to overcome their limitations. Even then it

is prone to offline attacks Fang and huang (2006), Awasthi

(2012). Giri et al. provide an improved version of the

authentication scheme that overcomes the flaws of some

contemporary authentication schemes. But it takes more

computation time to execute its phases and it is prone to

theft attack Giri and Srivastava (2006), Awasthi (2012).

Awasthi proposed an authentication scheme that over-

comes the limitations of Fang et al. ’s scheme and Giri

et al. ’s scheme that provides strong security over other

schemes. Despite it is open to offline secure password

change protocol problem Awasthi (2012). Bayat et al.

proposed password-based authentication scheme that

doesn’t support early wrong password detection, and ses-

sion key agreement Bayat et al. (2010), Rajaram et al.

(2019). Manik et al. proposed a bilinear pairing based

authentication scheme that allows local password changing

provision. On the other hand, it is prone to most of the

possible attacks Das et al. (2006), Rajaram et al. (2019).

Chou et al. proved Manik et al. ’s scheme is not secure

enough to handle adversaries and vulnerable to user

impersonation attacks. Chou et al. gave a solution to avoid

that attack Chou et al. (2005).

Jia et al. proposed a remote user authentication

scheme based on bilinear pairing and elliptic curve ElGa-

mal encryption and decryption scheme. The proposed

scheme is prone to most of the smartcard-based attacks Jia

et al. (2006), Rajaram et al. (2019). Tseng et al. proposed a

pairing-based user authentication scheme for wireless cli-

ents. Though it is suitable for lightweight devices, it is

vulnerable to cloning and cryptanalytic attacks Tseng et al.

(2008). Goriparthi et al. proposed an authentication

scheme that overcomes the limitations of Chou et al. ’s

scheme and Das et al. ’s scheme. Goriparthi et al. (2009).

Goriparthi et al. ’s scheme open the way for adversaries to

perform attacks like cryptanalytic and cloning attacks.

Hakeem et al.implemented and analyzed the proposed key

generation and authentication methods using an authenti-

cation simulator and a bilinear pairing library Hakeem and

Kim (2021).

Sangeetha Rajaram et al. proposed a protocol called

eUASBP that works based on bilinear pairing. eUASBP

proved to be secure against most of the smartcard-based

attacks like server masquerading attack, theft attack, priv-

ileged insider attack, session key discloser attack, and so

on. Additional advantages of eUASBP are session key

agreement, mutual authentication, efficient password

change phase, early wrong password detection. eUASBP

proved to be secure formerly by using BAN logic Rajaram

et al. (2019).

RNG module of any security system supports security

directly or indirectly. An efficient RNG module ensures

effective security of the system. Software-based RNG

module supports Pseudo random number generation.

PRNG is flexible for further developments. Hardware-

based RNG module supports the generation of true random

numbers. This paper combines SHA-256 algorithm and

RO-PUF for the random number generation. This hybrid

combination to generates random numbers avoids many

attacks and ensures security.

Proposed hrngRO Protocol provides a random number

generator module, Preliminary user credential checking

module, and a strong security analysis module. hrngRO

provides protection against the following attacks, Crypt-

analytic attack, Cloning attack, Reverse engineering attack,

Offline password guessing attack, Session key disclosure

attack, Insider attack, User impersonation attack, Theft

attack, Smart card stolen attack, Server masquerading

attack. And it provides Pre Early Wrong Password Detec-

tion, Mutual authentication, Session key agreement.
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3 Proposed hrngRO

Authentication is a crucial part of this digital era. Smart-

card based authentication is being adopted by many

applications like attendance maintenance of organizations

or educational institutions, to perform banking operations

using credit or debit cards, customer maintenance of shops

to keep track of the shopping records etc., Many authen-

tication protocols have been proposed by researchers for

smartcard-based applications to protect the system against

adversaries. eUASBP proposed by Sangeetha Rajaram et al.

defends many attacks like insider attack, user imperson-

ation attack, smart card stolen attack, and, so on. eUASBP

has specific advantages over other authentication protocols

like improved performance, session key agreement, early

wrong password detection, and so on Rajaram et al. (2019).

Registration and authentication phases of eUASBP need a

random number generator for generating random numbers

Rajaram et al. (2019). This paper proposes a Ring Oscil-

lator PUF based random number generator for

eUASBPusing SHA-256 hash function called as hrngRO,

ensures its security by using AVISPA tool and does pre-

liminary userid, password checking using bloom filters.

hrngRO combines SHA-256 hash function and RO-PUF for

random number generation. The working of hrngRO is

depicted in Fig. 1. hrngRO contains three different modules

for different purposes on top of eUASBP. They are,

1. Security module: Authentication code is written in

HLPSL and tested using AVISPA tool.

2. Random Number Generator module: Used to generate

random numbers in registration and authentication

phases of eUASBP. The depiction of the random

number generator module is given in Fig. 2. On the

entry of variable size input, SHA 256 hash function

generates a fixed size 256-bit challenge. RO-PUF

module generates a 128-bit random number by receiv-

ing 256-bit challenge.

3. Bloom Filter module: Finds hamming distance

between random numbers of userid and password.

Generates bit indices using the hamming distance

calculated. Entries in the 128 - bit bloom filter is done

using the bit indices calculated.

Depiction of random number generator module is given in

the Fig. 2.

3.1 Working of eUASBP Rajaram et al. (2019)

eUASBP involves five phases as followed, Initialization

phase, User’s registration phase, User’s login phase, User’s

authentication phase, and Password change phase Rajaram

et al. (2019).

3.1.1 Initialization phase

Chooses cyclic groups Gro1;Gro2, bilinear map

be : Gro1xGro2, random generator RP1 2 Gro1, cryptographic

hash function hfu1 : 0; 1f g�! Z�
q and a secret key sK.

Computes Ppb ¼ sK:RP1, bilinear map beðRP1;RP1Þ ¼/
and publishes all parameters as public except sK.

3.1.2 User’s registration phase

User sends userid IDex and a hashed password PWDex ¼
hfu1ðPWex; yeÞ - Uses a random cardinal ye. Remote Server

computes Rex ¼ hfu1ðsK; IDexÞ � PWDex, REGeIDx ¼
hfu1 ðsK; IDexÞ � PWDex � RP1, and stores \Rex, REGeIDx,

hfu1ð:Þ, RP1, Ppb [ in the smart card. User stores a ran-

dom cardinal ye in the smartcard.

3.1.3 User’s login phase

On the entry of IDex and PWex, card reader computes

PWDe�x ¼ hfu1 ðPWex � yeÞ, Le0 ¼ Rex � PWDex ¼
hfu1ðsK; IDexÞ and, REGe�IDx ¼ Le0: PWDe�x .RP1. Matches

REGe�IDx and REGeIDx. On successful match, card reader

computes Le1 ¼ hfu1ðye1; TxeÞ, Le2 ¼ hfu1ðPWDe�x ; Le1Þ,
Le3 ¼ ðLe0 þ Le2Þ � Ppb, Le4 ¼ PWDe�x � Le1 on selecting

a random cardinal ye1 and sends \IDex, Rex, Le3, Le4,

Tx [ to the RS.

3.1.4 User’s authentication phase

RS checks the format of IDex and the value of DTe is less

than ðTse � TueÞ. Computes Ae0 ¼ hfu1ðsK; IDexÞ,
PWDex ¼ Rex � Ae0, Le1

� ¼ hfu1ðye1; TxeÞ, Le2
� ¼ hfu1

ðPWDex
�; Le1

�Þ. On successsful matching of beðLe3x, RP1)

and /ðsK:ðAe0þLe2ÞÞ, RS computes Ae1 ¼ hfu1ðye2; TseÞ,Fig. 1 Working of hrngRO
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Ae2 ¼ hfu1ðAe0;Ae1Þ, Ae3 ¼ Ae2:PWDe�x :RP1, ye3 ¼
Le�1� Ae1, ssKe ¼ hfu1ðAe2; Le�1; Ae1; Le�2Þ by choosing a

random cardinal ye2. RS sends \Ae3, ye3, Ts [ to the card

reader. Card reader checks ðTre � TseÞ�DTe and com-

putes Ae�1 ¼ hfu1ðye2; TseÞ, Ae�2 ¼ hfu1ðLe0;Ae�1Þ, and

Ae�3 ¼ Ae2:PWDex
�:RP1. On successful matching of Ae�3

and Ae3, ssKe ¼ hfu1ðAe�2; Le1;Ae�1; Le2Þ is calculated.

3.1.5 Password change phase

On the successful entry of User ID and password, new

password is provided by the user for the new registration.

3.2 Working of hrngRO

The end user entered variable sized alpha numeric string

with special characters is fed to the SHA-256 algorithm.

The fixed sized hash value that comes out from SHA-256

algorithm is fed as a challenge to the Ring Oscillator PUF

module. The response from the RO-PUF module is a ran-

dom number required for registration and authentication

phases of eUASBP. In the registration phase password

entered by the user is given as a input to the SHA-256

algorithm to generate the random number. During the

authentication phase, the same password entered by the

user is utilized to regenerate the random number and ran-

dom transaction password entered by the user is utilized to

generate another random number for the particular trans-

action. Preliminary user credential checking is done by

using bloom filters in this paper. User entered userid and

password are double hashed by using SHA-256 algorithm

and RO-PUF. Hamming distances between those two val-

ues are calculated and stored into the 128-bit bloom filter

by calculating the corresponding bit index during the reg-

istration phase. The same process is done during the

authentication phase to check the presence of hamming

distance in the bloom filter to ensure preliminary checking

of userid and password. The presence of hamming distance

ensures correct entry of userid and password. The absence

of hamming distance in the bloom filter ensures wrong

entry of userid and password to avoid unnecessary delay in

the authentication process Sangeetha and Ramasubrama-

nian (2015) Xue et al. (2020). SHA-256 algorithm is a one-

way hash function and it generates a fixed size 256-bit hash

value Yoshida and Biryukov (2005). SHA 256 algorithms

can be used as a pseudo-random number generator(PRNG)

Akram et al. (2012).

3.3 hrngRO authentication protocol phases

hrngRO involves five phases as followed, Initialization

phase, User’s registration phase, User’s login phase, User’s

authentication phase, and Password change phase.

3.3.1 Initialization phase

Chooses cyclic groups Gr1x;Gr2x, bilinear map

be : Gr1xxGr2x, random generator RPx 2 Gr1x, cryptographic

hash function hf1x : 0; 1f g�! Z�
qx and a secret key sKx.

Computes Ppubx ¼ sKx:RPx, bilinear map beðRPx;RPxÞ ¼/
and publishes all parameters as public except sKx. It is

depicted in the Fig. 3.

Fig. 2 Random number

generator module

Fig. 3 hrngRO - Initialization phase
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3.3.2 User’s registration phase:

User enters IDxx and password PWxx. Registration for

preliminary user credential checking is done by the fol-

lowing steps. IDxx and PWxx are double hashed through

SHA-256 and RO-PUF modules. Hamming distance

between these double hashed values are calculated and the

corresponding bit index is stored into the 128-bit BF. PWxx

is double hashed through SHA-256 module and RO-PUF

module to generate a random cardinal yx. User sends userid

IDxx and a hashed password PWDxx(Uses random cardinal

yx). Remote Server (RS) computes Rxx, REGIDxx, and stores

the following in the smart card. \Rxx, REGIDxx, hf1xð:Þ,
RPx, Ppubx [ . It is depicted in the Fig. 4.

3.3.3 User’s login phase

User enters IDxx and PWxx, card reader does preliminary

user credential checking by calculating bit - index as

mentioned in the registration phase. If bit-index matches

with the BF content, proceeds with the next step. Else

prompts the user to re - enter IDxx, PWxx. Computes

PWD�
xx, L0x, and REG�

IDxx. Matches REG�
IDxx and REGIDxx.

Random transaction password entered by the user is uti-

lized to generate a random cardinal y1x by the use of SHA-

256 and RO-PUF modules. On successful match, card

reader computes the following L1x, L2x, L3x, L4x and sends

\IDxx, Rxx, L3x, L4x, Txx [ to the RS. It is depicted in the

Fig. 5.

3.3.4 User’s authentication phase

RS checks the format of IDxx and the value of DT . Com-

putes A0x, PWDxx, L1x
0
, L2x

0
. On successsful matching of

beðL3x, RPx) and /ðsKx:ðA0xþL
0
2xÞÞ, RS computes A1x, A2x, A3x,

y3x, ssKx by choosing a random cardinal y2x. RS sends

\A3x, y3x, Tsx [ to the card reader. Card reader checks DT

and computes the following A�
1x, A�

2x, and A�
3x. On suc-

cessful matching of A�
3x and A3x, ssKx is calculated. It is

depicted in the Fig. 6.

3.3.5 Password change phase

On the successful entry of User ID and password, new

password is provided by the user for the new registration.

3.4 Random number generation

Physical unclonable functions (PUF) generate a unique

response based on physical entropy and so it is called as a

digital fingerprint. PUFs can be broadly classified as elec-

tronic PUFs and non - electronic PUFs. This paper uses a

delay-based electronic PUF called ring oscillator

(RO)PUF. RO-PUFs are formed by connecting the odd

Fig. 4 hrngRO - User’s

registration phase
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number of inverters in a feedback loop that oscillates the

input signal. The number of oscillations per time unit dif-

fers for every implementation of RO-PUF McGrath et al.

(2019) Kokila et al. (2019) Kokila and Ramasubramanian

(2019). This RO-PUF based random number generation is

called as TRNG (True Random Number Generation). The

Fig. 5 hrngRO - User’s login

phase

Fig. 6 hrngRO - User’s

authentication phase
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combination of SHA-256 algorithm (PRNG) and RO-PUF

(TRNG) can be called as hybrid random number genera-

tor(HRNG) Goettfert et al. (2013). User entered variable

size values are given as an input to SHA-256 module that

generates 256-bit value. Generated 256 bit values are

divided into two parts and given as S0 and S1 values for the

RO-PUF module. In turn, RO-PUF module generates the

128-bit random value or response. This hybrid combination

works like a double one-way hash function and improves

security. So hrngRO can be called as HRNG. The imple-

mentation of SHA-256 algorithm is suggested to be kept in

the card reader machine. And the implementation of RO-

PUF is to be kept in the smart card as per hrngRO. Bloom

filter is a data structure used to ensure the membership of

an element in a set. It stores 1 or 0 in the calculated bit

indices using any of the hash functions.

3.5 SHA-256 module

The working of SHA-2 or SHA-256 algorithm is depicted

in Fig. 7. The input of this algorithm is of variable size. In

the preprocessing or padder unit, variable-sized inputs are

padded to make it a fixed size for processing. Message

blocks are segmented and padded as required. Message

blocks are scheduled in the scheduler unit. In the digest or

compression unit, repeated compression for all the message

blocks are being done and updations are done from tem-

porary variables into the final hashed output variable.

Control unit controls all the other units Cao and O’Neill

(2012) Thakur and Malviya (2018).

3.6 RO-PUF module

The RO-PUF unit used in this paper contains eight RO

elements. Every RO element contains an AND gate fol-

lowed by five NOT gates and the last NOT gate connected

to the AND gate as feedback. Triggering enable signal is

shared by all the RO elements. The first four RO elements

are connected by a multiplexer (MUX1) that uses s0, s1 as

selection bits to select any one of the RO element among

those four. In a similar manner, the next four RO elements

are also connected (MUX2). The oscillations of selected

RO elements are counted through counters 1 and 2. The

counts c1 and c2 from counters are compared in the

comparator to produce a single bit output. If c1 is greater

than c2 then output is 1 else the output is 0. The working of

RO-PUF is depicted in the Fig. 8.

3.7 BloomFilter module

In this work, 128-bit bloom filter is proposed for the pre-

liminary credential checking of eUASBP. 128-bit bloom

filter needs 7-bit bit indices. For the presence of a particular

value 1 is stored and for the absence of a particular value 0

is stored. Bloom filters support only false positives and

never support false negatives Sangeetha and Ramasubra-

manian (2015).

3.8 Security analysis module

Formal security analysis module is implemented using

AVISPA tool. Authentication between Remote Server and

User X of eUASBP is written in HLPSL with the following

roles RemoteSer, UserX, session, environment. It is

depicted in the following Figs. 9, 10, 11.

4 Implementation and results

hrngRO implementation has three major parts. They are the

SHA-256 module, RO-PUF module, and BloomFilter

module. This paper ensures the security of eUASBP using

AVISPA tool.

4.1 SHA-256 module

Existing SHA-256 module implementation is taken for this

work from [37]. The alphanumeric string with special

characters of variable size is fed to SHA-256 module that

produces 256-bit fixed size hashed value. SHA-256 algo-

rithm is secure and unbroken unlike SHA-1 and MD5

hashing algorithms. SHA-256 is widely accepted and

trusted by public sector units and industries. Supported 2256

possible hash values make collision impossible and gen-

erates different hash values even for a minor change in the

original information. The implementation of SHA-256 in

Fig. 7 SHA-2 or SHA-256
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FPGA is increasing the performance and the power uti-

lization is reduced as stated in ref Kammoun et al. (2020).

4.2 RO-PUF module

RO-PUF module is implemented using Verilog HDL in

Xilinx ISE 9.2i. 256 bit hashed value from SHA-256

module is fed as a challenge to the RO-PUF module. The

10 sample variable-size inputs used to take results are

given below in Table 2. The corresponding 256 bit hashed

values and the 128 - bit random numbers generated by the

RO-PUF module are also given below in Table 2.RO-PUF

is easy to be implemented for the industry standards but

with more hardware components to implement. Random

number generation of ;‘‘1asqw! using RO-PUF in Xilinx

ISE 9.2i is given in the below Fig. 12. RTL schematic

diagrams of 1-bit RO-PUF and 128-bit RO-PUF is given

below in Fig. 13.

4.3 BloomFilter module

If we assume meena_78_2_1 as a username and ;‘‘1asqw!

as a password entered by the user during the registration

phase. The corresponding random numbers generated

will be 3B7BAE8315825B61 1987FF5238037799,

Fig. 8 RO unit

Fig. 9 AVISPA implementation - remoteserver

Fig. 10 AVISPA implementation - user X and session

Fig. 11 AVISPA implementation - environment
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DF0885FA2DA11FC9 585FE3630322E0F5. And the ham-

ming distance between them is 57. The corresponding bit

index is 0111001. Value 1 is stored in the bit index 0111001.

During the authentication phase, on entering the usernameand

password, the random numbers are generated and the ham-

ming distance is calculated to find the bit index. If value 1 is

present in that bit index, user-entered credentials are correct

else the user is prompted to re-enter the credentials. Hamming

distance calculation between userid and password is depicted

in the following Table 3. Bloom filters are fixed in size irre-

spective of the number of inputs. Bloom filters support false

positives and never support false negatives

5 Security analysis

Formal and informal security analysis of hrngRO is being

done to ensure its effectiveness and protection against

attacks. Formal security analysis is being performed by the

use of AVISPA tool. Informal security analysis discusses,

most of the possible password-based smart card attacks and

gives a tabulated form of security analysis that compares

with the other state-of-the-art protocols. Following security

analysis proves that hrngRO protocol provides better pro-

tection than other related protocols.

5.1 Formal security analysis of hrngRO

Formal security analysis of hrngRO is done by using

AVISPA tool. The formal model of Authentication

between Remote Server and End User of hrngRO is written

in HLPSL. And those models are analyzed and verified

using AVISPA. Authentication between Remote Server

and End User of hrngRO is written in HLPSL with the

following roles (Remote Server)RemoteSer, (End User)-

UserX, session, and environment. The corresponding

HLPSL codes are presented in section 3.8. And tested

under the backends OFMC, and CL-AtSe. The corre-

sponding results shown in the Figs. 14, and 15, ensure the

safety of the protocol under analysis and attacks. In the

OFMC model output and CL-AtSe model output, SUM-

MARY generated is SAFE that indicates the security

strength of the proposed work

5.2 Informal security analysis of hrngRO

Weak random number generators open the doors for

attacks and adversaries. Hybrid random number generator

module and bloom filter module make hrngRO more strong

and protect the system against attacks and adversaries.

hrngRO specifically protects from the following attacks

and provides Pre Early Wrong Password Detection.

Table 2 hrngRO I/O flow

Password/Alphanumeric

string

SHA-256 output 128-bit Random number

with special characters 128-bit S0 128-bit S1

meena_78_2_1 7688B6EF52555962

D008FFF894223582

C484517CEA7DA49E

E67800ADC7FC8866

3B7BAE8315825B61

1987FF5238037799

%opera_ty67 759B87B87BA0C0C7

01D14EB2E6E31560

929E935915378188

56D079634EE1BB68

6D616CA6EAC87E77

A92F869CB11E4497

?90namas111111111111111 6B86B273FF34FCE1

9D6B804EFF5A3F57

47ADA4EAA22F1D49

C01E52DDB7875B4B

B8525B155DD0E2B6

3FE1AD224878A4B4

User‘‘lamp n/$45912603- 35135AAA6CC23891

sB40CB3F378C53A17

A1127210CE60E125

CCF03EFCFDAEC458

5EED8DEF319F1EDA

330FC10302513BA7

kk&pudur#123$san 8722616204217EDD

B39E7DF969E0698A

ED8E599BA62ED2DE

1CE49B03ADE0FEDE

1271A66459D12D21

E31B64FC521F0121

tms ^ nithya* 21EF779311A43F0E

067D0F4F600BB545

1A8A7E093662086A

1FE6A75D27D7892A

E57581F6C99DF795

E01958A2D82876D5

;‘‘1asqw! 0604CD3138FEED20

2EF293E062DA2F47

20F77A05D25EE036

A7A01C9CFCDD1F0A

DF0885FA2DA11FC9

585FE3630322E0F5

abcd%45(12)&qoqqqqqooo BDD2D3AF3A5A1213

497D4F1F7BFCDA89

8274FE9CB5401BBC

0190885664708FC2

7D8B01634ABFE443

FE6F77A99B8F703D

——____32lopqwww 83EAF4DC5E19BCBE

B23801E2C3E08C4A

89CC82D0A42A9037

67F9C938D1DEAC4F

76337D2F5BD56FC8

980636C72E2153B0

dash �@ ^ $ðÞ! 37834F2F25762F23

E1F74A531CBE445D

B73D6765EBE60878

A7DFBECD7D4AF6E1

48C2989A1419F787

5820413282B5091E
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5.2.1 Pre early wrong password detection

Wrong entry of username and password is detected by the

use of bloom filter, before proceeding with the steps of

authentication protocol. That is the hamming distance

between true random cardinals of username and password

as per hrngRO is matched against bloom filter present in

the smart card. If it matches, it proceeds with the authen-

tication protocol steps else intimates the user to re-enter the

username and password. Pre Early Wrong Password

Detection avoids the execution of authentication protocol

on wrong entry of username or password, thereby saves the

remote server’s execution time.

5.2.2 Crypt analytic attack

SHA-256 algorithm and RO-PUF act as one-way hash

functions. Inversion property of those cryptographic one-

way hash functions leads to double inversion property of

hrngRO. SHA-256 module generates pseudo-random car-

dinals on inputting seed values. RO-PUF module generates

true random cardinals on inputting pseudo-random cardi-

nals from the SHA-256 algorithm. This double inversion

property makes Crypt Analytic attack impossible with

hrngRO.

5.2.3 Cloning attack

It becomes impossible with hrngRO because of the phys-

ical entropy property of RO-PUF and inversion property of

the SHA-256 algorithm. Cloning a smart card leads to

different physical entropy properties and different random

values generation.

5.2.4 Reverse engineering attack

Backtracking the result, design, or implementation to

reproduce the smart card is called a reverse engineering

attack. It becomes impossible with hrngRO because of the

physical entropy property of RO-PUF.

5.2.5 Session key discloser attack

Session key’s security is ensured by the secret parameters

\sKx, PWDxx, y1x, y2x [ and cryptographic hash function.

Obtaining the secret parameters becomes impossible as

Fig. 12 RNG generation using RO-PUF
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Fig. 13 RTL schematic

diagram of 1-bit RO-PUF and

128-bit RO-PUF

Table 3 hrngRO Hamming Distance Calculation

User Id User Id Random no. Password Password Random no. Hamming

Distance

Bit

Index

meena_78_2_1 3B7BAE8315825B61

1987FF5238037799

%opera_ty67 6D616CA6EAC87E77

A92F869CB11E4497

60 0111100

?90namas111111111111111 B8525B155DD0E2B6

3FE1AD224878A4B4

User‘‘lamp n/$
45912603-

5EED8DEF319F1EDA

330FC10302513BA7

70 1000110

kk&pudur#123$san 1271A66459D12D21

E31B64FC521F0121

tms ^nithya* E57581F6C99DF795

E01958A2D82876D5

60 0111100

;‘‘1asqw! DF0885FA2DA11FC9

585FE3630322E0F5

abcd%45(12)&qo
qqqqqooo

7D8B01634ABFE443

FE6F77A99B8F703D

59 0111011

——____32lopqwww 76337D2F5BD56FC8

980636C72E2153B0

dash*@ ^$() !� 48C2989A1419F787

5820413282B5091E

70 1000110
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mentioned in the other attacks. So, session key discloser

attack becomes impossible with hrngRO.

5.2.6 Smartcard stolen attack

Through stolen/missed card, private values stored in the

smart card can be retrieved. ith instance of the login mes-

sage can be obtained by the adversary but valid login

message cannot be made without knowing y3x, y2x, sKx and

PWxx. It is impossible to derive the mentioned values, so

smartcard stolen attack is not possible with hrngRO.

5.2.7 Server masquerading attack

To imitate a remote server, the adversary needs to make a

forged reply message for the copy of the user’s login

request message. Hard to make \A3x, y3x [ reply

message by not knowing sKx, PWxx, and y2x. As mentioned

in the other attacks, stated values cannot be derived. So,

server masquerading attack is not possible with hrngRO.

5.2.8 Theft attack

To perform successful theft attack, adversary is in need of

valid registration parameters. It is not possible to derive Rxx

or REGIDxx. So theft attack is impossible with hrngRO.

5.2.9 User impersonation attack

Adversary need to make a forged login message, to act as

an actual user/client with the RS. Valid login message

\IDxx, Rxx, L3x, L4x, Txx [ cannot be made by the

adversary. Without knowing the values of PWxx, y1x, sKx

adversary cannot make a valid login message. PWxx cannot

be obtained by listening to the communication channel or

by retrieving values from the smart card memory. So, user

impersonation attack becomes impossible with hrngRO.

5.2.10 Privileged insider attack

PWx cannot be derived from PWDx. Since it is communi-

cated in the hashed form. Inversion property of crypto-

graphic one-way hash function makes it impossible. So

hrngRO is protected against privileged insider attack.

5.2.11 Offline - password guessing attack

This attack can be performed by fetching stored values

from smart card or by fetching values from communication

channel. Case1: Values stored in the smart card are \Rxx,

REGIDxx, hf1xð:Þ, yx [ . If adversary tries to guess password

by manipulating Rxx, he will be in need of\sKx of RS, that

is 128 bits long. If adversary tries to guess password by

manipulating REGIDxx, Discrete Logarithm Problem has to

be solved that is not solvable in polynomial time. Case2:

Adversary can retrieve login message \IDxx, Rxx, L3x, L4x,

Txx [ and reply message \A3x, y3x, Tsx [ from the

communication channel. In order to guess password

adversary need to know sKx and y3x that are intractable in

polynomial time.

6 Conclusion

Proposed hrngRO provides Ring Oscillator PUF based

random number generator using SHA256 hash function.

This hybrid combination of RNG makes hrngRO more

secure against many other attacks like Crypt analytic

attack, Cloning attack, Reverse engineering attack and

makes the system even faster. Pre Early Wrong Password

Fig. 14 OFMC model

Fig. 15 CL-AtSe model
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Detection is supported by hrngRO using bloom filters.

hrngRO is secure enough than other related protocols. The

proposed hybrid RNG module can be used in most of the

authentication protocols present in the market. Future

direction is to analyze the performance of this protocol

based on computation and communication costs.
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